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Abstract
We show that the average null energy condition implies novel lower bounds on the scaling
dimensions of highly-chiral primary operators in four-dimensional conformal field theories.
Denoting the spin of an operator by a pair of integers (k, k¯) specifying the transformations
under chiral su(2) rotations, we explicitly demonstrate these new bounds for operators
transforming in (k, 0) and (k, 1) representations for sufficiently large k. Based on these
calculations, along with intuition from free field theory, we conjecture that in any unitary
conformal field theory, primary local operators of spin (k, k¯) and scaling dimension ∆ satisfy
∆ ≥ max{k, k¯}. If |k − k¯| > 4, this is stronger than the unitarity bound.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we investigate the implications of the average null energy condition on the
spectrum of local operators in conformal field theories using the conformal collider setup
of [1]. We demonstrate that, for spinning primary operators in very chiral representations of
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the Lorentz group, there are universal lower bounds on scaling dimensions that are strictly
stronger than those implied by the more elementary unitarity bounds of [2, 3]. Based on
our calculations we conjecture general formulas for these new bounds.
1.1 Conformal Field Theories and the Unitarity Bound
The renormalization group plays a central role in our understanding of modern quantum
field theory. At the limits of such flows one frequently finds a conformally invariant system,
and therefore conformal field theories can be viewed as the starting point for understanding
general field theories.
The fundamental data characterizing a conformal field theory is its spectrum of local
operators. These may be organized according to their scaling dimensions ∆ and spins, i.e.
a representation of the Lorentz group. In four-dimensional CFTs (which are our focus here)
we specify the spin of an operator h by its transformation properties under su(2)⊕ su(2).
This is a pair of integers (k, k¯) specifying the number of chiral and antichiral spinor indices
carried by the operator
h = h(α1α2···αk),(.α1 .α2···.αk¯) . (1.1)
Several familiar examples that we describe below are operators in (k, 0) representations,
which include (for particular ∆′s) free scalars, free spinors, and field strengths of free vector
fields in the special cases k = 0, 1, 2.
As is well known [2,3], in unitary CFTs all local operators transform in unitarity repre-
sentations of the conformal group so(2, 4), and this constrains the allowed scaling dimensions
of primary local operators. The form of these restrictions depends on the spins (k, k¯) as
follows:
∆(k, k¯) ≥

0 , k = 0, k¯ = 0 ,
1 + 1
2
k , k > 0, k¯ = 0 ,
1 + 1
2
k¯ , k = 0, k¯ > 0 ,
2 + 1
2
k + 1
2
k¯ , k > 0, k¯ > 0 .
(1.2)
When the unitarity bounds above are saturated, some differential operator annihilates the
local operator. For the case of scalars, the unitarity bound is saturated by the identity
operator. When either k or k¯ is zero, the unitarity bound is saturated by free fields that
obey an equation of motion. Finally, when both k and k¯ are nonzero, the unitarity bound
is saturated by conserved currents. These null states are summarized in Table 1.
The bounds (1.2) only take into account only the most elementary constraints of the
representation theory of the conformal group. As we will demonstrate in this paper, these
bounds can in general be strengthened using ideas of current algebra. A hallmark of local
field theories is that symmetry generators are obtained from integrals of local current op-
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Representation Null state
k = 0, k¯ = 0 ∂
.
β1β1h
k > 0, k¯ = 0 ∂
.
β1β1hβ1···βk
k = 0, k¯ > 0 ∂
.
β1β1h .β1··· .βk¯
k > 0, k¯ > 0 ∂
.
β1β1hβ1···βk
.
β1···
.
βk¯
Table 1: Null states of primary operators saturating a unitarity bound.
erators. In the case of the conformal algebra, this operator is the energy-momentum tensor
T . This local operator exists in all conformal field theories and its Ward identities encode
the quantum numbers of h in three-point functions of the form 〈Thh†〉. Such three-point
functions are our primary objects of interest. Our basic technique throughout this work
will be to constrain these three-point functions, and thereby exclude the existence of certain
local operators.
1.2 Hints from Weinberg-Witten and Free Field Theory
The fact that certain unitary representations of the conformal group listed in (1.2) are
incompatible with the existence of a local energy-momentum tensor is well-known in a
different guise via the Weinberg-Witten theorem [4]. Consider a local operator in a (k, 0)
representation of the Lorentz group (identical remarks apply for (0, k¯)) which saturates the
unitarity bound. As described above, such an operator is a free field satisfying an equation
of motion. In particular, when it acts on the vacuum it creates a single massless particle
with helicity k/2. Such single particle states with k > 2 are forbidden in any local field
theory with a well-defined energy-momentum tensor. We rederive this simple result in
conformal field theory language in section 2.1.
One of the lessons that one might draw from the Weinberg-Witten theorem is that
there is a tension between the existence of a local energy-momentum tensor, and very
chiral local operators i.e. those where there is a large difference between the spins k and k¯.
We can get further hints to toward this idea by looking in more detail at the local operator
spectrum of free field theories. In four dimensions, the local operators in free field theories
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are constructed from polynomials in the following basic objects:1
ϕ ψα ξ.α Fαβ G.α .β ∂α.α
∆ = 1 ∆ = 3/2 ∆ = 3/2 ∆ = 2 ∆ = 2 ∆ = 1
(1.3)
Using these ingredients, we can attempt to build conserved currents. As described in (1.2),
these are operators that carry spinor indices of both chiralities. It is straightforward to see
that any such operator takes the form a bilinear in the free fields together with an arbitrary
number of derivatives. Familiar examples are symmetric conserved currents, e.g.
h(α1···αn)(.α1···.αn) = ϕ
↔
∂α1 .α1
↔
∂α2 .α2 · · ·
↔
∂αn .αnϕ− traces . (1.4)
Here, the terminology “symmetric" is used to indicate that these currents have no net
chirality, i.e. they carry an equal number of dotted and undotted indices unlike the other
operators that we describe below. The fact that these currents occur with unbounded spin
is a signature that the theory is free: unlike the case of spins (1, 1) or (2, 2) which are
compatible with non-trivial dynamics, the Ward identities arising from currents of the form
(1.4) with n > 2 imply that the correlators of the energy-momentum tensor coincide with
those of the free theory [5, 6].
The classification of unitary representations in (1.2) reveals that there are possible
conserved currents beyond the symmetric ones described above. In fact, such currents exist
for arbitrary spins (k, k¯) with both k and k¯ positive. We thus ask more generally: which
such currents may be produced using free fields? Note that if a current with spins (k, k¯)
may be constructed, then by adding derivatives currents of spins (k + n, k¯ + n) can be
produced for all positive n. We therefore focus on the difference of the spins |k − k¯|. Since
the Weinberg-Witten theorem constrains the spins of free fields to be those appearing in
(1.3), we conclude that in free field theory the net chirality of currents is bounded as
current h(α1···αk)(.α1···.αk¯) ∈ Free Field Spectrum⇐⇒ |k − k¯| ≤ 4 . (1.5)
The simple observation (1.5) suggests the question: if such chiral currents do not exist
in free field theories, do they exist in any conformal field theory? We will argue here that
the answer to this question is no. In fact, based on our calculations we suggest that there
is a non-zero gap in the spectrum of anomalous dimensions above the unitarity bound for
all operators with spins (k, k¯) with |k − k¯| > 4.
1Note that we can consider free field theories with multiple species of a given spin, and hence below we
do not require that ξ.α is the complex conjugate of ψα, nor that G.α .β is the complex conjugate of Fαβ .
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1.3 The Average Null Energy Condition
The key tool that we use to constrain the scaling dimensions of local operators is the average
null energy condition (ANEC). This is the averaged version of the null energy condition,
which appears as a crucial assumption in many classical theorems of general relativity [7].
In quantum field theory, the energy-momentum tensor T is a local operator that has
non-trivial quantum fluctuations, and local energy conditions do not hold [8]. However,
the averaged form has recently been established as a theorem [9–11]. Thus, the non-local
operator E defined by an integral of the null-component of T along any complete null-
geodesic has a non-negative expectation value in any state |ρ〉:
〈ρ|E|ρ〉 ≡ 〈ρ|
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ TABu
AuB|ρ〉 ≥ 0 , (1.6)
where u is the tangent null vector to the null-geodesic parameterized by λ. Notice that
only one direction is integrated over in the above. The average null energy operator E is
a function of the remaining transverse coordinates. The inequality above means that the
expectation values are non-negative for all values of these transverse coordinates. The proofs
of (1.6) in [10, 11] link ANEC to causality and information-theoretic entropy inequalities.
The former shows that ANEC follows from standard axioms of Euclidean conformal field
theory such as crossing symmetry and reflection positivity. The latter have recently been
strengthened to semi-local versions of ANEC [12,13].
In our application we will use the average null energy condition (1.6) to constrain
the three-point functions 〈Thh†〉. As described above, the Ward identities of the energy-
momentum tensor T imply that these three-point functions contain the data of the scaling
dimension and spins of h. Up to a few OPE coefficients, they are also completely fixed
by conformal symmetry, and can be produced by a variety of techniques [14–17]. For the
specific case of chiral operators of interest to us we follow [18].
Following the pioneering work of [1], we view an operator h as creating a localized
state from the vacuum, which is subject to the inequalities (1.6). These ideas are closely
connected to deep inelastic scattering experiments in conformal field theory [19]. This
means that complete null integrals of the three-point functions 〈Thh†〉 are non-negative.
From these bounds one deduces inequalities on OPE coefficients [20–25]. As we describe
below, in general they also imply bounds on the scaling dimension of h.
1.4 Calculations and Conjectures
With these preliminaries we can now describe the main results of this paper. They concern
the gap above the unitarity bound for operators with general spins. In Section 2 we inves-
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tigate this gap for operators h(α1···αk) in Lorentz representation (k, 0). (Identical results can
be obtained for (0, k¯) operators.) We parameterize the scaling dimension as
∆ = 1 +
1
2
k + δ , (1.7)
where in the above, the unitarity bounds (1.2) force δ ≥ 0.
We compute the values of δ that are compatible with the inequalities (1.6) applied to
the three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
. For k ≤ 20 we find that
δ ≥ 1
2
k − 1 . (1.8)
Note that the above only becomes stronger than the unitarity bound when k > 2. This
is consistent with the Weinberg-Witten theorem. For k > 20, the complete calculations
of the conformal collider bounds become overly technical. In these cases, however we still
establish, by looking at a subset of the inequalities, that δ > 0. Based on our results, we
conjecture that (1.8) holds for all k.
Conjecture: In any unitary conformal field theory, all primary local operators in
(k, 0) representations of the Lorentz group have scaling dimension ∆ ≥ k.
As in our discussion above, it is interesting to compare these results to the spectrum
of local operators that may explicitly be produced in free field theories. If k is even, an
operator saturating the conjectured bound may be produced by a product of free gauge field
strengths, e.g. F(α1α2 · · ·Fαk−1αk), thus showing that the conjectured bound is optimal in
this case. If instead k is odd, the closest one can come to saturating the bound in free field
theory is an operator of the form F(α1α2 · · ·Fαk−2αk−1ψαk) which has dimension ∆ = k+1/2.
In this case, it is unclear whether there exist operators between this free field value and the
value implied by our conjecture. These results are shown graphically for even k in figure 1
and for odd k in figure 2.
Figure 1: Summary of the conjectured bounds for (k, 0) representations when k is even.
The unitarity bound sets ∆ ≥ 1 + k/2, and the average null energy condition strengthens
this to ∆ ≥ k. This bound is saturated by operators constructed from free fields.
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Figure 2: Summary of the conjectured bounds for (k, 0) representations when k is odd. The
unitarity bound sets ∆ ≥ 1 + k/2, and the average null energy condition strengthens this
to ∆ ≥ k. There is a gap of size 1/2 between this lower bound and the lowest dimension
operator of this spin that can be constructed from free fields.
In Section 3 we generalize our calculations to operators transforming in (k, 1) represen-
tations for k ≤ 7. We parameterize the scaling dimensions as
∆ =
5
2
+
1
2
k + δ , (1.9)
and as in (1.8), δ is non-negative by the unitarity bound. The results of our calculations
then imply that
δ ≥ 1
2
k − 5
2
. (1.10)
This is stronger than the unitarity bound precisely when |k − 1| > 4 (i.e. k = 6, 7 in
our explicit calculations). This is consistent with our discussion of chiral currents in free
field theories above. When k = 7, the bound may be saturated by the free field operator
FF∂F demonstrating that the result (1.10) is optimal. When k = 6, the bound cannot be
saturated by free fields and it is unclear whether operators of spin (6, 1) exist in the range
6 ≤ ∆ < 13/2.
Given the form of our (k, 0) and (k, 1) results, it is tempting to conjecture a general
formula for the gap in the spectrum of anomalous dimensions of general Lorentz represen-
tations implied by the average null energy condition. A uniform formula consistent with
our calculations is stated below.
Conjecture: In any unitary conformal field theory, all primary local operators in
(k, k¯) representations of the Lorentz group have scaling dimension ∆ ≥ max{k, k¯}.
As a consistency check, we note that if both k and k¯ are non-zero, our conjecture only
becomes stronger than the unitarity bound when |k − k¯| > 4 and hence is consistent with
the spectrum of free field theories.
There are a variety of possible generalizations of our work that we do not discuss. For
instance, it would be interesting to extend these calculations to other spacetime dimensions.
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In three dimensions, all allowed unitary representations of the conformal group occur in free
field theories. However, above four dimensions there are classes of operators that do not
occur in known theories and hence it is possible that they are excluded by similar bounds.
In another direction, the calculations performed here could be extended to superconfor-
mal field theories. The representation theory of these algebras is known [26–30], and there
are a variety of short multiplets that do not occur in known superconformal field theories.2
Finally, it would be interesting to investigate our conjectures further, and to develop a
more direct perspective on the anomalous dimensions of chiral operators.
2 Constraining Operators in (k, 0) Representations
In this section, we study primary operators in (k, 0) representations of the Lorentz group.
We denote such an operator by hα1...αk = h(α1...αk). We demonstrate using the average null
energy condition that there is a gap in the spectrum of allowed scaling dimensions. This is
the simplest setting in which one can see all the relevant techniques at work. For operators
in more complicated representations of the Lorentz group such as those investigated in
section 3, there are no additional qualitative ingredients.
As a warm-up, we begin by studying operators which behave like higher-spin free fields.
By this, we mean operators that saturate the unitarity bound ∆ = 1 + 1
2
k. This implies
that the operator obeys a Dirac equation
∂α1
.
αhα1...αk = 0 . (2.1)
The Weinberg-Witten theorem [4] implies that such higher-spin free fields are incompatible
with the existence of the energy-momentum tensor, and we rederive this result in conformal
field theory language. In this setup, it simply states that no consistent three-point function〈
Thh†
〉
exists. This result uses only the constraints of conformal symmetry. It does not
require the average null energy condition.
Next, we relax the assumption that the operator h is free and instead permit it to
carry a general scaling dimension ∆ = 1 + 1
2
k + δ, with δ > 0. We explicitly solve the
conformal Ward identities and construct the most general three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
. We
then subject this correlator to the average null energy condition (1.6). We find that unless
the gap δ is sufficiently large, it is not possible for to satisfy these constraints. For k > 2,
our lower bound is stronger than the unitarity bound.
2In fact, even the bounds that we have derived constrain the possible short multiplets. For instance,
in 4d N = 1, 2 theories there are BPS chiral operators with spin (k, 0) and. Our results provide new
constraints on their U(1)r charges.
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2.1 The Weinberg-Witten Theorem in Conformal Field Theory
Let hα1...αk be a conformal free field. We would like to study the three-point function〈
T(α1α2)(.α1 .α2)(x1)h(β1...βk)(x2)h†(.γ1....γk)(x3)
〉
, (2.2)
where we have written all operators in spinor index notation with parentheses indicating
symmetrizations. Our goal is to write the most general expression for this three-point
function compatible with Lorentz symmetry and the scaling dimensions of the operators
and then impose the constraints implied by conservation of T and the Dirac equation for h
and h†.
One simple way to build such three-point functions is to work in the operator product
limit. Using the conformal group, we may move one of the operators, say h†, to infinity.
An important advantage of this approach is that it trivializes the Ward identities from
the special conformal generators. This means that two-point functions of descendants and
primaries vanish, i.e. 〈∂`h(0)h†(∞)〉 is zero unless ` = 0. In this limit, we may therefore
expand the operator product Th and retain only terms proportional to h (and not its
descendants).
In the OPE expansion, we find three possible structures.3 Explicitly:
Tα1α2 .α1 .α2(x)hβ1···βk(0) ∼ Sym{αi},{.αi},{βk}
[
1
x6
(
Aδχ1β1 δ
χ2
β2
xα1 .α1xα2 .α2 +Bδχ1α1δ
χ2
β2
xβ1 .α1xα2 .α2
+ Cδχ1α1δ
χ2
α2
xβ1 .α1xβ2 .α2
)
hχ1χ2β3···βk(0)
]
, (2.3)
where in the above, A,B, and C are constants (OPE coefficients), and the Sym notation
means that we symmetrize over the αi, the
.
αi, and the βk indices independently to match
the symmetry properties of the left-hand side.
The expression (2.3) takes into account the Lorentz symmetry and scaling dimensions of
the operators, but not the constraints of conservation of T and the Dirac equation satisfied
by h. These are differential equations which must be satisfied by the structure appearing
in the OPE limit by adjusting the coefficients A,B, and C.
Explicitly, to impose conservation of T we demand that ∂
.
α1α1 annihilate the right-hand
side of (2.3). To impose the Dirac equation, we shift the coordinates in the OPE to restore
the position dependence of h, and then demand that ∂
.
ββ1 annihilate the expression. In this
step the descendants of h that appear on the right-hand side after taking derivatives may
be ignored since they have vanishing two-point function with h†(∞).
Imposing the constraints is now a straightforward calculus exercise. In the basis of
3This expression also arises from employing the embedding space algorithm for constructing general
three-point functions described Appendix B.1 and taking the OPE limit.
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structures given in (2.3), the constraints take a particularly simple form. Each structure
is independently consistent with conservation of T . Meanwhile, the implications of the
equation of motion on hα1···αk depend on its spin k.
• For the free scalar, k = 0, the structures with coefficients B and C do not exist, and
h = 0 is automatically satisfied.
• For the free fermion, k = 1, the structure with coefficient C does not exist, and the
Dirac equation is satisfied when A = 0.
• For the free vector field strength, k = 2, the Dirac equation is satisfied when A =
B = 0.
• For k > 2, the only solution to the Dirac equation is that A = B = C = 0.
In the final case enumerated above we see that (k, 0) free fields with k > 2 must have
vanishing three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
. However, as we review below, since this three-point
function encodes the Ward identities of the conformal group, it cannot vanish. For instance,
integrals of T must represent the conformal transformations on the operator h. Thus, the
fact that the three-point function vanishes implies that higher-spin free fields with k > 2
do not exist in any theory with a conserved energy momentum tensor [4].
2.2 Above the Unitarity Bound: Conformal Ward Identities
Having established that conformal free fields of spin (k, 0) with k > 2 cannot coexist with a
local stress tensor, we now relax the constraint that the field satisfy a Dirac equation, and
allow the dimension of the field to lie above the unitarity bound. We therefore parameterize
the scaling dimension as
∆ = 1 +
1
2
k + δ , (2.4)
where δ > 0. Our goal is to prove that there is a gap for δ, i.e. that it cannot parametrically
approach zero.
We first revisit the construction of the three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
, beginning with the
OPE limit (2.3). As mentioned above, all the structures appearing there are compatible
with conservation of the stress tensor. Thus, for general δ where no differential operator
annihilates h, there are no further derivative constraints to impose.
In general, for correlation functions involving the energy-momentum tensor T , there are
additional constraints from the conformal Ward identities. These arise from the fact that
the generators of the conformal group can be expressed as integrals of the stress tensor.
More precisely, if we contract T with any conformal Killing vector ξ and integrate around
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a small sphere containing another operator (and no other insertions), we should obtain the
action of the corresponding charge Qξ on that operator.
In the context of the OPE limit relevant to our problem, this means that∫
S3
dΣµ(ξνTµν)(x)h(0) ∼ i[Qξ, h](0) , (2.5)
where S3 is a sphere of radius  surrounding the origin. The possible conformal Killing
vectors ξ are given by:
Lorentz transformations: (ξζρ)νTµν = xρTµζ − xζTµρ , (2.6)
Translations: (ξρ)νTµν = −Tµρ , (2.7)
Special conformal transformations: (ξρ)νTµν = 2xρxνTµν − x2Tµρ , (2.8)
Dilatations: ξνTµν = xνTµν . (2.9)
We make the dependence on the small separation |x| explicit by parameterizing the region
of integration in (2.5) by xµ = vµ(x), where v(x) is a unit normal vector that varies over
the surface of the sphere. The measure on the surface of the S3 is then∫
S3
dΣµ = 3
∫
S3
dΩ vµ . (2.10)
We now impose these Ward identities on the operator product expansion (2.3). As
described below (2.2), on general grounds we expect no non-trivial constraints from the
translation and special-conformal Ward identities.4 However, the Lorentz transformations
and dilatations give non-trivial constraints and the desired action of the corresponding
charges are well-known. In our spinor conventions (we mostly follow [31], see Appendix A
for a summary) these read:
Lorentz transformations: i[Qξζρ , hβ1...βk ](x) =
(
k∑
i=1
(σρζ)
χi
βi
hβ1...βi−1χiβi+1...βk(x)
)
, (2.11)
Dilatations: i[Qξ, h](x) = ∆hh(x) . (2.12)
Performing the integrations on (2.3) is straightforward, and we find that the above is
equivalent to
B =
4− 2k + 4δ
pi2
− 6A , C = −4 + 4k − 4δ
pi2
+ 6A . (2.13)
4This can also be explicitly verified using the conformal Killing vectors above. The resulting integrals
have an odd number of vµ unit vectors, and hence vanish when integrated over the sphere.
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As a consistency check, one can compare these relations with the results of section 2.1
and note that these Ward identity constraints are compatible with the Dirac equation for
k ≤ 2. More generally, our calculation shows that for any k and any δ > 0, there exists
a three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
that is consistent with conservation of T and all conformal
Ward identities.
2.3 Above the Unitarity Bound: Average Null Energy Condition
Having constructed the three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
we now subject it to the constraints
of the average null energy condition (1.6). We will compute the expectation value of E in a
state of definite energy q and zero spatial momentum |ρ〉 ∼ h†(q)|0〉. The non-negativity of
this expectation value will impose constraints on the three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
. Specif-
ically, it will imply inequalities on the OPE coefficients A,B, and C, and hence via the
Ward identities (2.13), constrain the gap δ.
The analysis proceeds via the conformal collider setup of [1]. We apply a conformal
transformation to send the energy operator E to null infinity. This leads to an equivalent
definition of the operator E that we find convenient for calculations [32]. If we define our
lightcone coordinates as x± = x0±x3, we may integrate over x− at x+ →∞. In our spinor
conventions (see Appendix A), the null energy operator is:5
E =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx− lim
x+→∞
(x+)2
16
T−− .+ .+(x) . (2.14)
Note that our choice of geodesic is completely general since rotational invariance allows us
to fix the direction in which we measure E to the x3-direction. Our spinor conventions are
adapted to this particular choice of geodesic. Specifically, the SO(2) rotations around the
x3 axis are a symmetry of the problem. We work in a basis of spinor indices where +,
.
+
carry positive charge under this SO(2) and − .− carry negative charge. Thus the expression
above for E is neutral. Notice also that a parity transformation changes the sign of the
spinor indices. We do not assume that this is a symmetry of our correlators.
Equipped with the above definition, the process of extracting the constraints of the
average null energy conditions entails performing the following steps:
• Derive the three-point function 〈T (x1)h(x2)h†(x3)〉 at generic operator positions and
use it to generate the out-of-time order correlation function
〈
hTh†
〉
. This specific
ordering is required to interpret the result as a one-point function of E in a state
created by h†.
5In the expression below and subsequent calculations we find it convenient to use a hybrid notation
involving both vector and spinor indices. We hope that the meaning is clear from context.
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• Using the definition of the detector (2.14), set the indices of T , multiply the expression
by (x+1 )2/16 and perform the required limit and integral.
• Fourier transform h and h† to give them definite energy −q and q respectively, and
no momentum in any spatial direction.
• Evaluate the result for all possible polarizations of h and h†. Construct the resulting
matrix of one-point functions of E and calculate all the eigenvalues.
• Divide each eigenvalue by the norm of the corresponding eigenvector 〈h(−q)h†(q)〉.
This allows us to interpret the matrix elements as energies.
• Demand that all these quotients are non-negative. This yields inequalities on the
OPE coefficients A, B, and C.
The expression for
〈
Thh†
〉
at general operator positions can be derived in several ways.
For instance, one can apply a conformal transformation to the OPE expressions of the
previous sections to put the points at generic separations [14]. Alternatively, one can use
the techniques for constructing general three-point functions described in section B.1 and
take the OPE limit to match to the coefficients A,B,C defined in (2.3) and thereby enforce
the Ward identities. The result is as follows. Define xij = xi − xj. Then, the three-point
function we desire is:
〈
Tα1α2 .α1 .α2(x1)hβ1...βk(x2)h†.β1... .βk(x3)
〉
= Sym{αi},{.αi},{βk},{ .βk}
(
Ch
x612x
6
13x
2k+2δ−4
23
×(
(−1)kAx
4
12x
4
13
x423
(
(x12)α1 .α1
x212
− (x13)α1
.
α1
x213
)(
(x12)α2 .α2
x212
− (x13)α2
.
α2
x213
) k∏
i=1
(x23)βi
.
βi
+ (−1)k−1Bx
2
12x
2
13
x223
(
(x12)α1 .α1
x212
− (x13)α1
.
α1
x213
)
(x12)β1 .α2(x13)α2 .β1
k∏
i=2
(x23)βi
.
βi
+ (−1)kC(x12)β1 .α1(x13)α1 .β1(x12)β2 .α2(x13)α2 .β2
k∏
i=3
(x23)βi
.
βi
))
, (2.15)
where the Sym notation again means we symmetrize over the four sets of indices noted in
the above separately, and Ch is the coefficient of the two-point function of h when it is
written in the form (B.9).
Next we impose the proper operator ordering. This is achieved with a particular i
prescription. The simplest way to see the correct prescription is to start in Euclidean sig-
nature and analytically continue into Lorentzian signature. A general Euclidean signature
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correlation function of operators hi can be written as
〈0|h1(tE1 , ~x1) . . . hn(tEn , ~xn)|0〉 = 〈0|h1(0, ~x1)e−H(t
E
1 −tE2 ) . . . e−H(t
E
n−1−tEn )hn(0, ~xn)|0〉 . (2.16)
This is expression is automatically time-ordered in that it is only well-defined when tEi ≥ tEj
for i < j.
We now analytically continue by giving each Euclidean time an imaginary part propor-
tional to any desired Lorentzian time, tEj ≡ j + itLj = i(tLj − ij). Then, as long as i > j
for all i < j, the operator ordering will be as written in (2.16) regardless of the values of
the tLj . By taking the i → 0 after computing the correlation function, one obtains the
Lorentzian correlator with a specified operator ordering.
With these preliminaries we now proceed with the calculation. To illustrate the entire
process we consider below the case where h has spin (3, 0). A summary of our results for
(k, 0) representations is discussed in Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1 Example Calculation: the (3, 0) Operator
Using a translation, we write the general formula (2.15) for the three-point function in the
coordinates
x1 = y − i , x2 = x− 2i , x3 = 0 , (2.17)
where in the above  > 0 enforces the operator ordering. When we perform the relevant
integrations, the i terms will tell us how to pick the appropriate contour. After integrating,
we can take the limit → 0.
Following equation (2.14), we set the indices of T appropriately, multiply by (y+)2/16
and take y+ →∞. In this limit, the equations simplify. In particular, by expanding norms
in lightcone coordinates, e.g. y2 = −y+y− + y2⊥, we find expressions such as:
lim
y+→∞
y− .+
y2
= lim
y+→∞
y+
y2
= − 1
y−
. (2.18)
Note that if the numerator of this expression had different indices, the limit would evaluate
to zero, so for instance, this also implies expressions such as:
lim
y+→∞
yβi
.
+
y2
= −δ
−
βi
y−
, (2.19)
where δ is the Kronecker delta symbol, i.e. in the above, one only has a nonzero limit if the
index βi takes value −. These identities also enable us to make the following simplification
on the parenthetical factor that appears multiple times in (2.15) when T is given the
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appropriate indices:
lim
y+→∞
(
(x12)− .+
x212
− (x13)−
.
+
x213
)
= − x
−
y−(y− − x−) . (2.20)
Applying all such identities, our intermediate result thus far is:
lim
y+→∞
(y+)2
16
〈
hβ1β2β3(x)T−− .+ .+(y)h†β1β2β3(0)
〉
=
Ch
16
Sym{βk},{
.
βk}(
− A
(x−)2xβ1
.
β1
xβ2
.
β2
xβ3
.
β3
(y−)3(y− − x−)3x6+2δ +B
x−δ−β1δ
.
+.
β1
xβ2
.
β2
xβ3
.
β3
(y− − x−)3(y−)3x4+2δ − C
δ−β1δ
.
+.
β1
δ−β2δ
.
+.
β2
xβ3
.
β3
(y− − x−)3(y−)3x2+2δ
)
.
(2.21)
Our next task is to perform the integrals. Specifically, we must integrate along y−
to produce the average null energy operator, and we must Fourier transform the external
states to give them definite energy.6
The integral along y− is straightforward to evaluate using the residue theorem once we
restore the imaginary parts from (2.17):∫ ∞
−∞
dy−
1
(y− − i)3(y− − x− + i)3 =
−12ipi
(x− − 2i)5 . (2.22)
The Fourier transformations in x are more cumbersome since they must be carried out
for each polarization of the operators h and h† (i.e. for each possible choice of indices βi and.
βi). This task can be simplified somewhat using the SO(2) rotation symmetry discussed
below (2.14). Specifically, the final expression should be SO(2) invariant and therefore we
can only get a nonzero result if there are as many − and .− spinor indices as there are +
and
.
+ spinor indices.7
The above argument tells us that we only need to consider pairs of polarizations corre-
sponding to conjugate components: (h−−−, h†.+ .+ .+), (h−−+, h
†.− .+ .+), (h−++, h
†.− .− .+), (h+++, h
†.− .− .−).
The complete conformal collider bounds are therefore given by demanding that E is non-
negative when evaluated between any of these four pairs. (In particular, these expectation
values are the eigenvalues of E .)
To illustrate the mechanics of these Fourier transformations, we illustrate the case where
h and h† carry the polarizations (h+++, h†.− .− .−). Combining (2.21) and (2.22) we have the
6Note that these states, like all states of definite momentum, are delta function normalized. Therefore
although we have two operators h and h†, only one Fourier transform is required.
7Here we are using the fact that in our spinor conventions the index names indicate the transformation
properties under this SO(2). See Appendix A.
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following result:
〈h+++(−q)Eh†.− .− .−(q)〉 =
∫
d4x e−iq(x
++x−)/2Ch
16
(
12ipiA
x6+2δ
− 12ipiB
(x−)2x4+2δ
+
12ipiC
(x−)4x2+2δ
)
.
(2.23)
It is simplest to evaluate the integrals in the transverse directions first. We have∫
d2x⊥
1
(x2)k
=
∫
d2x⊥
1
(−x+x− + x2⊥)k
=
(−1)k−1pi
(k − 1)(x+x−)k−1 . (2.24)
After applying this formula, one is left with residue integrals of the general form:∫
dx+dx−
e(−iqx
+−iqx−)/2
(x+)a(x−)b
=
(2pi)2
Γ(a)Γ(b)
ia+b(−q/2)a+b−2 . (2.25)
Substituting (2.24) and (2.25) into (2.23), we finally obtain:
〈h+++(−q)Eh†.− .− .−(q)〉 = ChA
3ipi44−δ(−q)2δ+2
Γ(δ + 2)Γ(δ + 3)
. (2.26)
Our final task is to normalize by the two-point function so that the result can be
interpreted as an expectation value of E . Two-point functions of primary fields in conformal
field theory are known. For a (3, 0) operator, we have (see (B.9))〈
hβ1β2β3(x)h
†.
β1
.
β2
.
β3
(0)
〉
= Sym{βi},{
.
βi}Ch
xβ1
.
β1
xβ2
.
β2
xβ3
.
β3
x2∆+3
, (2.27)
where ∆ = δ + 5/2 is the conformal dimension of h. In the polarization we are studying,
the same integration techniques can be used to calculate the two-point function of the state
considered above yielding
〈h+++(−q)h†.− .− .−(q)〉 =
∫
d4xe−ip·x
〈
h+++(x)h
†.− .− .−(0)
〉
= −Ch ipi
321−2δ(−q)2δ+1
Γ(δ)Γ(δ + 4)
. (2.28)
Taking the quotient of (2.26) and (2.28), we finally obtain the conformal collider bound
arising from this state:
〈h+++(−q)Eh†.− .− .−(q)〉
〈h+++(−q)h†.− .− .−(q)〉
= qA
3pi(3 + δ)
8δ(1 + δ)
≥ 0 . (2.29)
Since the energy q is positive and δ ≥ 0, this bound is satisfied only if A ≥ 0.
We can get stronger bounds by also including the other three nonvanishing matrix
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elements, which can be evaluated with similar techniques. Two complications can arise:
first, the symmetrizations on the indices are not trivial for two of the three-remaining
polarizations, so more integrals have to be done, and second, the numerators of the x⊥
integrals can now involve factors of x⊥. Neither complication is difficult to handle. The
resulting system of four inequalities turns out to be equivalent to
δ ≥ 1 , 0 ≤ A ≤ 4δ
2 + 6δ − 4
3pi2δ + 15pi2
. (2.30)
Notice in particular that δ > 0. Therefore the unitarity bound on this class of operators
cannot be parametrically approached. This is our first example of bounds on operator
dimensions from the average null energy condition.
2.3.2 Results for General (k, 0) Operators
The calculations described above may be repeated for operators in (k, 0) representations.
Here we summarize the results of our investigation. More detailed discussion can be found
in Appendix C.
In general, it is difficult to analytically compute all bounds implied by the average null
energy condition simply because there are many polarizations, each of which yields an in-
dependent inequality. However, we can at least demand that for any particular polarization
of h the one point function of E should be non-negative. The polarizations that are easiest
to study are those with largest positive/negative SO(2) charge, which we call the “extremal
polarizations”. Analogously, we can consider the next-to-extremal polarizations, which have
second largest charges. We summarize their implications below.
• The two extremal polarizations produce a system of inequalities equivalent to
δ ≥ 1 , A ≥ 0 . (2.31)
Thus, for all k > 2, the unitarity bound (δ = 0) cannot be saturated.
• Including the two next-to-extremal polarizations strengthens the bound on δ. The
result depends on k as follows.
k ≤ 20 : δ ≥ 1
2
k − 1 , k ≥ 21 : δ ≥ 7k − 6
k − 6 . (2.32)
Including the next-to-next-to extermal polarizations strengthens the bound further
for k ≥ 21 (but not up to δ ≥ 1
2
k − 1) and does not alter the result for k ≤ 20.
• For k even and k ≤ 20 it is clear that the bound (2.32) is optimal since it can be
saturated by the operator F(α1α2Fα3α4 · · ·Fαk−1αk), where Fαβ is a free gauge field
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strength. For odd k < 20, the closest one can get to saturating the bound in free field
theory is ∆ = k + 1/2 via the operator F(α1α2Fα3α4 · · ·Fαk−2αk−1ψαk), where ψα is a
free fermion.
• For the specific case k = 3 described above, the conformal collider bound is in fact
stronger than our conjectured bound and yields ∆(3, 0) ≥ 7/2, matching the expec-
tation from free field theory. However, we explicitly checked that for k = 5, including
all polarizations does not strengthen the bound beyond (2.32) (see Appendix C).
Based on the evidence stated above, we conjecture that our results for k ≤ 20 in fact
hold for all k.
Conjecture: In any unitary conformal field theory, all primary local operators in
(k, 0) representations of the Lorentz group have scaling dimension ∆ ≥ k.
3 Constraining Operators in (k, 1) Representations
In this section we take the first steps towards generalizing the ANEC bounds to operators
in more general representations of the Lorentz group. Specifically, we study operators in
(k, 1) representations. We parameterize their scaling dimensions as
∆ =
5
2
+
1
2
k + δ , (3.1)
where as usual, δ ≥ 0 by the unitarity bound. As in the previous section, our goal is
to constrain δ. Although the analysis involves no additional conceptual ingredients, the
calculations involved are technically more challenging. This section contains a summary
of our results. Additional material is presented in Appendix B.1 and in the attached
Mathematica files described in Appendix D.
As reviewed in the introduction, when the unitarity bound is saturated (k, 1) represen-
tations obey a conservation equation:
δ = 0 =⇒ ∂
.
ββhβα2...αk
.
β = 0 . (3.2)
Currents of this type may be explicitly produced using free fields if k ≤ 5. Thus, we cannot
expect anything interesting to occur in the conformal collider calculation until k rises above
this range.8
Our first task is to explicitly construct the three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
including the
constraints of conservation of T and the conformal Ward identities. We do this explicitly
8In fact, we benchmarked our conformal collider calculations against this case. As expected we deter-
mined bounds on OPE coefficients but not the dimension δ.
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in Appendix B.1 for k ≤ 7 following the method of [18] by systematically constructing all
possible conformal invariants of the correct scaling and imposing the derivative and integral
constraints. Our results are given in Tables 2-5 of appendix B.2.2. In the end, one finds
that for short representations (δ = 0) the three-point function
〈
Thh†
〉
is specified by δ
and two additional OPE coefficients, while for long representations (δ > 0) there are four
additional OPE coefficients. Hence, unlike the (k, 0) case, kinematical considerations do not
place constraints on operators with these spins. Indeed, a completely consistent three-point
function
〈
Thh†
〉
exists for all δ ≥ 0. We therefore turn to an analysis of the average null
energy condition and its implications.
As compared to our calculation of E in section 2 one new qualitative feature that appears
is that the conformal collider matrix in the space of polarizations for the operator h has a
more interesting structure. Specifically, the matrix of energy one-point functions, expressed
in basis of polarizations of definite indices of h, is no longer diagonal since there are multiple
states that have the same SO(2) charge. Except for the extremal polarizations h− .−... .− and
h+
.
+...
.
+, there are two states at each possible value of the SO(2) charge. Hence, the matrix
is block diagonal with two-by-two blocks except for two one-by-one blocks corresponding to
the extremal polarizations. To determine the strongest bounds we must diagonalize each
block separately and compute the one-point functions of E using the eigenvectors.
In the special case of a short representation (δ = 0) the conservation condition in Fourier
space reads p · h = 0. Thus, not all polarizations of this operator are physical. Specifically,
there are k+ 2 physical polarizations obtained by starting from the 2(k+ 1) possible values
for the indices of h and removing k linear combinations that are not transverse to the
momentum. In our calculation the momentum is purely in the time direction, and the
preceding means that bras and kets created by the combination hx− .+ + hx+ .−, where x is
any multi-index, are unphysical and hence are null vectors of E . This implies, for instance,
that one of the eigenvalues in every two by two block has to vanish. In fact, for k > 2
one in general finds more zero eigenvectors than expected by this transversality argument.
Following [32] it is natural to surmise that if such currents exist in the spectrum the theory
is free. This issue will be explored in more detail in [33].
For the case of long operators (δ > 0), the effects described above do not occur and all
polarizations are physical.
The first two cases where interesting results can occur are for operators with spin (6, 1)
and (7, 1). In both these cases we computed all matrix elements of E analytically. Our
findings are itemized below.
• In the special case of short (6, 1) and (7, 1) operators that saturate the unitarity
bound one finds that the E matrix has four non-zero eigenvalues controlled by the
two free OPE coefficients c¯1 and c¯2. For instance, in the case of (6, 1) currents, the
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E eigenvalues are, up to overall positive constants,9 and after normalizing by the
two-point function:
{c¯1 , − c¯1 − 15
14
c¯2 +
30
7pi2
, c¯1 +
15
13
c¯2 − 450
91pi2
, c¯1 +
3
2
c¯2} . (3.3)
E is positive semidefinite if each of the above is non-negative, and it is straightforward
to check that this system is inconsistent. Thus it is not possible to saturate the
unitarity bound for operators in the (6, 1) representation. Similarly, we find that it is
not possible to saturate the unitarity bound for (7, 1) operators.
• When δ > 0 the matrix elements of E depend on four OPE coefficients and is much
more complicated. (The full analytic form of this matrix for the case of operators
in (6, 1) and (7, 1) representations is given in Mathematica files included with the
submission of this paper. See Appendix D for more details.) As a result of their
complexity, we were only able to analyze the constraints numerically. Nevertheless
we find sharp bounds. Specifically, to high numerical precision we find that
h ∈ (6, 1) =⇒ δ ≥ 1/2 , h ∈ (7, 1) =⇒ δ ≥ 1 . (3.4)
• In the case of (7, 1) operators, one can saturate the inequality (3.4) with a free field
operator of the form FF∂F with F a free gauge field strength. In the case of (6, 1)
operators the closest one can get to saturating the bound in free field theory is δ = 1
with an operator of the form FF∂ψ where ψ is a free fermion.
These calculations motivate our more general conjecture concerning the allowed scaling
dimensions of general operators.
Conjecture: In any unitary conformal field theory, all primary local operators in
(k, k¯) representations of the Lorentz group have scaling dimension ∆ ≥ max{k, k¯}.
We hope to investigate these ideas further in future work.
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A Spinor Notation
In this paper, we follow the conventions of [31] with one exception: our labels for the names
of the spinor indices are nonstandard. This is because in our calculation of the conformal
collider bounds, we give our states momentum only in the time direction, and we point the
detector in the 3 direction. Hence, it is useful to have a notation for the spinor components
that makes manifest the residual SO(2) symmetry corresponding to rotations in the (1, 2)
plane. The lightcone coordinates in the (0, 3) plane are:
y± = y0 ± y3 . (A.1)
The dictionary between vector and spinor indices is, in the conventions of Wess and Bagger:
yµσ
µ
α
.
α =
(
y1
.
1 y1
.
2
y2
.
1 y2
.
2
)
=
(
−y0 + y3 y1 − iy2
y1 + iy2 −y0 − y3
)
=
(
y0 + y3 y1 − iy2
y1 + iy2 y0 − y3
)
. (A.2)
A clockwise (positive) rotation by θ in the (1, 2) plane leaves y1.1 and y2.2 invariant but
rotates y1.2 by e−iθ and y2.1 by eiθ. So we will give the spinor components the following new
names:
yµσ
µ
α
.
α =
(
y− .+ y− .−
y+
.
+ y+
.−
)
. (A.3)
Thus, for example, we have:
y1
.
1 ≡ y− .+ = −y− = y+ , (A.4)
y2
.
2 ≡ y+ .− = −y+ = y− , (A.5)
T11
.
1
.
1 ≡ T−− .+ .+ = T−− = T++ , (A.6)
and so on. The third equation tells us that in our notation the null energy density T−− in
spinor indices is T−− .+ .+.
B Constructing and Constraining
〈
Thh†
〉
This appendix is divided into two sections. First, in B.1, we will describe how to con-
struct the most general three-point functions of the type
〈
Thh†
〉
consistent with conformal
symmetry and how one can impose various consistency conditions on these functions in a
certain OPE limit. Then, in B.2, we give the results of this procedure for both short and
long operators that transform in either (k, 0) or (k, 1) representations for arbitrary k.
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B.1 General Properties of Three-Point Functions
B.1.1 Conformal Building Blocks for Three-Point Functions
Three-point functions in conformal field theory are completely fixed by conformal symmetry
up to a set of constants because there are no cross-ratios one can write with only three
points. In four dimensions, one can write the three-point function of generic operators
hi as the product of (a) a scalar kinematical factor K, and (b) a linear combination of
independent tensors Ti that depend only on the spins of the operators. The only freedom
is in the coefficients ci that multiply the Ti.
〈h1(x1)h2(x2)h3(x3)〉 = K(x1, x2, x3)
∑
ciTi(x1, x2, x3) . (B.1)
The task of determining the possible Ti for generic three-point functions was carried out
in [18]. In that paper, it was proven using the embedding space formalism that the Ti can
be systematically generated from certain elementary “building blocks”. The construction is
as follows:
Let hi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, be primary operators of conformal dimension ∆i living in (ki, k¯i)
representations, i.e. each hi that has ki completely symmetric undotted indices and k¯i
completely symmetric dotted indices. The spins of the hi are related to the representation
labels by si = (ki+ k¯i)/2. Let us write the index structure of the three operators as follows:
(h1)α1...αk1
.
α1...
.
αk¯1
, (h2)β1...βk2
.
β1...
.
βk¯2
, (h3)γ1...γk3
.
γ1...
.
γk¯3
. (B.2)
Then, the kinematical factor is:
K = 1
x
(∆1+s1)+(∆2+s2)−(∆3+s3)
12 x
(∆1+s1)+(∆3+s3)−(∆2+s2)
13 x
(∆2+s2)+(∆3+s3)−(∆1+s1)
23
. (B.3)
In our problem, we are not interested in the most general operators. We will ultimately wish
to take h1 to be the stress tensor Tα1α2 .α1 .α2 , h2 to be an operator h in the (k, k¯) representation
hβ1...βk
.
β1...
.
βk¯
, and h3 to be its complex conjugate h†γ1...γk¯ .γ1....γk , which transforms in the (k¯, k)
representation. Then, ∆1 = 4, s1 = 2, ∆2 = ∆3 = 2 + k+k¯2 , and s2 = s3 = (k + k¯)/2. The
kinematical factor then reduces to:
K = 1
x612x
6
13x
k+k¯+2∆h−6
23
. (B.4)
A similar simplification occurs for the tensor structures Ti of such correlators. Only a subset
of the most general set of building blocks are relevant. We define this subset10 (differently
10 The building blocks not included in the following are the asymmetric blocks Ki,jk and K¯i,jk, which we
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from [18]11) as follows:
I12 = (x12)β .α , I21 = (x12)α .β ,
I13 = (x13)γ .α , I31 = (x13)α.γ ,
I23 = (x23)γ
.
β , I32 = (x23)β
.
γ ,
J1 =
x212x
2
13
x223
(
(x12)α.α
x212
− (x13)α
.
α
x213
)
, J2 =
x212x
2
23
x213
(
(x23)β
.
β
x212
− (x21)β
.
β
x213
)
,
J3 =
x213x
2
23
x212
(
(x13)γ.γ
x213
− (x23)γ
.
γ
x223
)
. (B.5)
In the above expression, one should consider the names of the indices on the right-hand side
to correspond to the indices with the same names in (B.2). (The subscripts are irrelevant
since ultimately we will symmetrize all indices of the same type.) Then, every possible
tensor structure Ti can be written as a product of these building blocks such that the right
number of α, .α, β,
.
β, γ,
.
γ indices appear, as exhibited in (B.2). Then one symmetrizes all
subsets of indices which were symmetric in the original three-point function. That is, one
should symmetrize all the αi, all the
.
αi, etc. So the task of writing a general three-point
function is reduced to enumerating all possible ways of combining the structures above
appropriately.
To perform this enumeration properly (i.e. without including redundant structures), one
has to account for the fact that these building blocks are not automatically independent.
There is a cubic relation that reduces J1J2J3 to sums of products of Iij and Ji tensors where
no term contains all three J ’s. This means that we should not write Ti that have all three
J ’s in it.
To illustrate, we give an example. Consider the three-point function 〈TV V 〉 of the stress
tensor and two conserved U(1) currents. That is, we are considering V to be a short (1, 1)
have not defined. Each K carries two undotted indices, and each K¯ carries two dotted indices. It turns out
that there is a relation that reduces the product of any K with any K¯ to a sum of products of Iij and Ji
tensors. This means that each tensor structure can be written in such a way that it contains either K’s or
K¯’s, but never both. Since the Iij and Ji each have one dotted and one undotted index, this implies that
neither K nor K¯ can appear in a three-point function that has an equal number of total undotted indices
and dotted indices (i.e. k1 + k2 + k3 = k¯1 + k¯2 + k¯3). As mentioned, all the correlation functions we study
are of this type. If one wanted to study correlation functions that did not have this property, however, one
would need to account for tensor structures that involve K or K¯ tensors.
11Relative to [18], we have defined the Iij and Ji tensors to be the values one obtains after projection
from six to four dimensions instead of the six-dimensional expression. Also, we have added a minus sign to
Iij for i < j to simplify OPE limit expressions. Finally, our definition of the Ji differs by a factor of ±1/2,
and we do not distinguish between Ji,jk and Ji,kj since they are related by a minus sign. Specifically: we
chose J1 ≡ J1,23/2, J2 ≡ J2,31/2 and J3 ≡ −J3,12/2. Again, the signs are chosen to simplify OPE limit
expressions.
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representation of dimension 3:〈
Tα1α2 .α1 .α2(x1)Vβ .β(x2)Vγ.γ(x3)
〉
= K
∑
ciTi . (B.6)
The kinematical factor is K = x−612 x−613 x−223 . The possible Ti are:
T1 = I12I13I21I31 , T2 = I13I31J1J2 , T3 = I12I23I31J1 ,
T4 = I13I21I32J1 , T5 = I23I32J21 , T6 = I12I21J1J3 . (B.7)
As one can verify by using the definitions, each of these structures contains the correct
number of indices of each type. For instance, we can expand the first structure as follows:
T1 = I12I13I21I31 = (x12)β .α1(x13)γ .α2(x12)α1 .β(x13)α2.γ . (B.8)
In the above, the symmetrizations on the αi and
.
αi are implicit. These symmetrizations
must be imposed by hand. The ci appearing in (B.6) will be constrained by demanding
that T is conserved, V is conserved, and the conformal Ward identities are satisfied. We
describe how this is done below.
It is also helpful to have expressions for the two-point function
〈
h(x1)h
†(x2)
〉
. In this
case, the only allowed building blocks are I12 and I21, which fixes the two-point function
completely. If h transforms in the (k, k¯) representation, we have
〈
hα1...αk
.
α1...
.
αk¯
(x)h†
β1...βk¯
.
β1...
.
βk
(0)
〉
=
Ch
x2∆−k−k¯
(
k∏
i=1
xαi
.
βi
)(
k¯∏
i=1
xβi .αi
)
, (B.9)
where Ch is a constant12.
B.1.2 Constraints in the OPE Limit
It is conceptually obvious how to impose the constraints arising from the conservation of
T , a shortening condition (if applicable), and the conformal Ward identities. In practice,
however, performing these calculations with the full three-point functions constructed in
the previous section is cumbersome. There are a large number of components that one must
check, and the integrals relevant to the conformal Ward identities are difficult to calculate.
The calculation simplifies dramatically if one uses the conformal symmetry to send x1 → x2
and x3 →∞, i.e. take the OPE limit as T approaches h. Conformal symmetry guarantees
that no information is lost in this limit. In particular, we do not have to work beyond
leading order in x12. At lowest nonvanishing order in x12, the building blocks reduce to the
12In these conventions, it is known that unitarity implies that (−i)k+k¯Ch > 0 [34].
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following expressions:
I12 7→ (x12)β .α , I21 7→ (x12)α .β , I23 7→ (x23)γ .β ,
I32 7→ (x23)β.γ , I13 7→ (x13)γ .α , I31 7→ (x13)α.γ ,
J1 7→ (x12)α.α , J2 7→ (x12)β .β , J3 7→
1
x212
((x13)χ.γ(x13)γ .χ(x12)
.
χχ) . (B.10)
We would like to extract the part of the OPE between T and h that is proportional to h
so that it can be contracted with the leftover h†. If we take the x1 → x2 limit of the full
tensor structures, we will obtain expressions where the two-point function between h and h†
has been evaluated. We wish to “factor out” this two-point function to make manifest the
exact form of the OPE. Luckily, this is a simple task, since in the x1 → x2 limit, x13 ≈ x23.
This allows us to read the two-point function directly by extracting any piece that involves
x3. For example, consider the structure T1 that contributes to the 〈TV V 〉 correlator (B.6).
Using the dictionary above, we find that
Kc1T1 ≡ c1
x612x
6
13x
2
23
I12I13I21I31
x1→x2−−−−→ c1
x612x
8
23
(x12)β .α1(x23)γ .α2(x12)α1 .β(x23)α2.γ . (B.11)
Again, we emphasize the right-hand size of the expression above does not indicate the
symmetrizations, which must be imposed by hand. The two-point function of V is given
by (B.9):
〈Vχ .χ(x2)Vρ.ρ(x3)〉 = CV
x823
(x23)ρ .χ(x23)χ.ρ . (B.12)
Comparing the two-point function to the OPE limit of KT 1, we can easily identify the
two-point function in the latter expression:
Kc1T1 x1→x2−−−−→ c1/CV
x612
(x12)β .α1(x12)α1 .β〈Vα2 .α2(x2)Vγ.γ(x3)〉 . (B.13)
This implies that in the OPE of T with h, the following term appears at leading order in
the x1 → x2 limit, which we will define to be T¯1:
Tα1α2 .α1 .α2(x1)Vβ .β(x2)
x1→x2−−−−→ c1/CV
x612
(x12)β .α1(x12)α1 .βVα2 .α2(x2) + · · · ≡ (c1/CV )T¯1 + . . . .
(B.14)
With the above example as motivation, we can simplify expressions slightly in the OPE
limit by defining rescaled coefficients
c¯i = ci/Ch , (B.15)
so that T (x1)h(x2)
x1→x2−−−−→∑ c¯iT¯i, where the T¯i are the OPE limits of the tensor structures.
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The overall effect of the OPE limit is to “decouple” all the γ and .γ indices, making the
various constraints easier to impose. Conservation of T works straightforwardly in the OPE
limit. We simply compute:
∂
.
α1α1
1 Tα1α2 .α1 .α2(x1)hβ1... .β1...(x2)→
∑
c¯i∂
.
α1α1
1 T¯i , (B.16)
and demand that every component vanish. There are no derivatives on h here, so this
procedure essentially amounts to just taking derivatives of the xij in spinor indices, which
is a completely straightforward task.
If h is short, imposing the shortening condition on h is not much harder. For instance,
if h is a conserved current, we compute:
∂
.
ββ1
2 Tα1α2 .α1 .α2(x1)hβ1... .β1...(x2)→
∑
c¯i∂
.
ββ1
2 T¯i . (B.17)
Now one might worry about derivatives on h since h does depend on x2, but these terms
are irrelevant since they will be subleading in x12; recall that this OPE is ultimately to be
inserted into a correlation function with h†(x3), so derivatives on h(x2) act only on factors
of x23.
Imposing the conformal Ward identities works essentially as it did in Section 2.2. As
mentioned there, we would like to contract the stress tensor Tµν(x1) with a conformal Killing
vector ξν and integrate x1 over a small sphere surrounding x2. If we write x12 ∼ x and
parameterize xµ = vµ(x) as before, we would like to evaluate
3
∫
S3
dΩ vµ[(ξ...)
νTµν ]h(x2) (B.18)
for the various conformal Killing vectors (2.6)-(2.9). Just as in the (k, 0) case, neither
translations nor special conformal transformations impose any constraints. The Lorentz
transformations and dilatations do contribute, however, and the charges that correspond
to them are given by the general expressions:
Lorentz: i[Qξ, hβ1...βk
.
β1...
.
βl
](x2) =
(
k∑
i=1
(σµν)
χi
βi
+
l∑
j=1
(σ¯µν)
.
χj.
βj
)
hχ1...χk
.
χ1...
.
χl(x2) , (B.19)
Dilatations: i[Qξ, h](x2) = ∆hh(x2) . (B.20)
So now, all that has to be done is to evaluate the integrals corresponding to Lorentz trans-
formations and dilatations and demand that they evaluate to the right hand side of the
above equations.13
13One subtlety that can arise in this task is that Schouten identities can relate two expressions that
superficially look unequal.
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B.2 Explicit Expressions for
〈
Thh†
〉
Now, we apply the formalism of the above to the specific cases where h is either in a (k, 0)
representation or a (k, 1) representation for some k. We will consider both short and long
representations. In the below, the conformal dimension of the field is always named ∆.
When we work with fields of dimensionality above the unitarity bound, we always write
∆ = ∆0 + δ, where ∆0 is the dimension at the unitarity bound, and δ > 0. In each case, we
will list the tensor structures Ti and impose the constraints imposed by the conservation of
T , the shortening condition (if applicable), and the conformal Ward identities. In all cases,
we give the results in terms of the rescaled OPE coefficients c¯i defined in (B.15).
B.2.1 (k, 0) Fields
For primary (k, 0) fields, the unitarity bound sets a lower bound on the conformal dimension
∆:
∆ ≥ 1 + k
2
. (B.21)
When k = 0, h is a scalar field φ. There is only one tensor structure:
T = J21 . (B.22)
Conservation of T and the conformal Ward identity arising from Lorentz transformations
are automatic. The only constraint arises from the dilatation Ward identity, which sets
c¯ =
2∆
3pi2
. (B.23)
When ∆ = 1, h is a free scalar field and the equation of motion h = 0 is automatic.
When k = 1, h is a spinor field ψα. There are two tensor structures:
T1 = J21 I32 , T2 = J1I12I31 . (B.24)
For long representations, we find:
c¯1 =
2∆
3pi2
− 1
pi2
, c¯2 =
2
pi2
. (B.25)
Short spinor representations that saturate the unitarity bound are free fields that have
∆ = 3/2, and so the first coefficient vanishes.
When k = 2 there are three tensor structures:
T1 = J21 I232 , T2 = J1I12I31I32 , T3 = I212I231 . (B.26)
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For long representations, we find:
c¯2 = − 8
pi2
+
4∆
pi2
− 6c¯1 , c¯3 = 12
pi2
− 4∆
pi2
+ 6c¯1 . (B.27)
Short k = 2 representations are field strengths of field vector fields and satisfy ∆ = 2. The
Dirac equation sets c¯1 = 0 so that
c¯1 = c¯2 = 0 , c¯3 =
4
pi2
. (B.28)
When k ≥ 3, there are three tensor structures which are related to the k = 2 structures
by powers of I32:
T1 = J21 Ik32 , T2 = J1I12I31Ik−132 , T3 = I212I231Ik−232 . (B.29)
For long representations, we find:
c¯2 =
4(∆− k)
pi2
− 6c¯1 , c¯3 = 6k − 4∆
pi2
+ 6c¯1 . (B.30)
As proven in Section 2, short representations of this type are inconsistent.
B.2.2 (k, 1) Fields
For primary (k, k¯) fields with k, k¯ ≥ 1, the unitarity bound on ∆ reads:
∆ ≥ 2 + k + k¯
2
. (B.31)
In this section, we are concerned with fields with k¯ = 1 and k ≥ 1.
When k = 1, h is a vector field, and there are six tensor structures. For long repre-
sentations, we find five independent linear relations among the c¯i. Short representations
(vector currents) have ∆ = 3, and the conservation equation does not impose any additional
relations. The tensor structures and relations are given in table 2.
When k = 2, there are nine tensor structures. For long representations, we find six
independent linear relations among the c¯i. Short representations (supercurrents) have ∆ =
7/2, and the conservation equation imposes one additional relation. The tensor structures
and relations are given in table 3.
When k ≥ 3, there are 10 tensor structures. The k > 3 structures are generated from the
k = 3 structures by multiplying each of the k = 3 structures by Ik−332 . We did not attempt
to perform the calculation at generic k, but we did work out the relations for 3 ≤ k ≤ 7. For
long representations, we find six independent linear relations among the c¯i. From inspection,
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i Ti c¯i (long) c¯i (short)
1 I12I13I21I31 c¯1 — " —
2 J1J2I13I31
3
2
c¯1 — " —
3 J1I12I23I31
2
pi2
− 2c¯1 — " —
4 J1I13I21I32
2
pi2
− 2c¯1 — " —
5 J21 I23I32
2(∆−3)
3pi2
+ c¯1 c¯1
6 J1J3I12I21 −32 c¯1 — " —
Table 2:
〈
Thh†
〉
tensor structures and relations: (1, 1) field. The last two columns contains
expressions for each c¯i in terms of the free coefficient c¯1 for long and short (1, 1) represen-
tations, respectively. Ditto marks in the short column mean that the expression for that c¯i
coincides with the corresponding expression for the long representation.
there is a clear pattern in the relations for the long representations. We conjecture that the
pattern continues to arbitrary k. Short representations satisfy a conservation condition,
which imposes two additional relations. For k = 4, 5, 6, 7, the conformal dimension of these
short representations are ∆ = 9/2, 5, 11/2, 6, respectively. There is no obvious pattern in
these relations, and so we simply tabulate them explicitly for these k in table 5.
C Conformal Collider Inequalities for (k, 0) Operators
In this section, we tabulate the conformal collider inequalities in complete detail (including
all polarizations) for (k, 0) operators with 3 ≤ k ≤ 6.
When k = 3, the full inequalities are equivalent to:
δ ≥ 1 , 0 ≤ A ≤ 4δ
2 + 6δ − 4
3pi2δ + 15pi2
. (C.1)
When k = 4, the full inequalities are equivalent to:(
1 ≤ δ ≤ ξ4 and 0 ≤ A ≤ 2δ
2 + 4δ − 6
pi2δ + 11pi2
)
or
(
δ ≥ ξ4 and 0 ≤ A ≤ 4δ
2 + 2δ2 − 12δ + 54
3pi2δ2 + 6pi2δ − 45pi2
)
,
(C.2)
where ξ4 ≈ 14.596 is the unique real solution to x3 − 14x2 − 5x− 54 = 0.
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i Ti c¯i (long) c¯i (short)
1 J2I12I13I
2
31 c¯1 — " —
2 I212I23I
2
31 c¯2 — " —
3 I12I13I21I31I32 c¯3 −2c¯1 − 2c¯23 + 83pi2
4 J1J2I13I31I32 c¯1 +
3c¯3
2
−2c¯1 − c¯2 + 4pi2
5 J1I12I23I31I32 −2c¯1 − c¯2 − 2c¯3 + 4pi2 2c¯1 + c¯23 − 43pi2
6 J1I13I21I
2
32 −5c¯13 − 2c¯3 + 2pi2 7c¯13 + 4c¯23 − 103pi2
7 J21 I23I
2
32 c¯1 +
c¯2
6
+ c¯3 +
2∆
3pi2
− 3
pi2
−c¯1 − c¯22 + 2pi2
8 J1J3I12I21I32 −c¯1 − 3c¯32 2c¯1 + c¯2 − 4pi2
9 J3I
2
12I21I31 −c¯1 — " —
Table 3:
〈
Thh†
〉
tensor structures and relations: (2, 1) field. The third column contains
expressions for each c¯i in terms of the free coefficients c¯1, c¯2, and c¯3 for long representations.
For short representations, c¯3 is no longer free, and so each c¯i can be written in terms of
c¯1 and c¯2. Ditto marks in the short column mean that the expression for that c¯i coincides
with the corresponding expression for the long representations.
When k = 5, the full inequalities are equivalent to:(
3
2
≤ δ ≤ ξ5 and 0 ≤ A ≤ 4δ
2 + 10δ − 24
pi2δ + 29pi2
)
or
(
δ ≥ ξ5 and 0 ≤ A ≤ 3δ
3 + 3δ2 − 18δ + 72
2pi2δ2 + 10pi2δ − 42pi2
)
,
(C.3)
where ξ5 ≈ 10.223 is the unique real solution to x3 − 10x2 + 3x− 54 = 0.
When k = 6, the full inequalities are equivalent to:(
2 ≤ δ ≤ ξ6 and 0 ≤ A ≤ δ
2 + 3δ − 10
9pi2
)
or
(
ξ6 ≤ δ ≤ ξ′6 and 0 ≤ A ≤
16δ3 + 24δ2 − 160δ + 600
9pi2δ2 + 81pi2δ − 270pi2
)
or
(
δ ≥ ξ′6 and 0 ≤ A ≤
3δ3 + 7δ2 + 200
2pi2δ2 + 8pi2δ − 60pi2
)
, (C.4)
where ξ6 ≈ 8.861 is the unique real solution to x3 − 9x2 + 8x − 60 = 0 and ξ′6 ≈ 31.635 is
the unique real solution to x3 − 29x2 − 72x− 360 = 0.
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i Ti c¯i (long)
1 J2I12I13I
2
31I
k−2
32 c¯1
2 I212I23I
2
31I
k−2
32 c¯2
3 I12I13I21I31I
k−1
32
2c¯4
3
− 2c¯1
3
4 J1J2I13I31I
k−1
32 c¯4
5 J1I12I23I31I
k−1
32 c¯5
6 J1I13I21I
k
32 − c¯19 + c¯23 − 8c¯49 + c¯53 − 2(k−3)3pi2
7 J21 I23I
k
32
c¯1
9
− c¯2
6
+ 2c¯4
9
− c¯5
3
+ 2∆
3pi2
− k+3
3pi2
8 J1J3I12I21I
k−1
32 −c¯4
9 J3I
2
12I21I31I
k−2
32 −c¯1
10 J2J3I
2
12I
2
31I
k−3
32
4c¯1
3
+ 2c¯2 +
8c¯4
3
+ 2c¯5 − 4kpi2
Table 4:
〈
Thh†
〉
tensor structures and conjectured relations: (k, 1) field, k ≥ 3. The third
column contains expressions for each c¯i in terms of the free coefficients c¯1, c¯2, c¯4, and c¯5.
These relations were verified explicitly for 3 ≤ k ≤ 7.
k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7
c¯4
6
pi2
− 2c¯1 − 3c¯22 8pi2 − 20c¯19 − 2c¯2 10pi2 − 5c¯12 − 5c¯22 12pi2 − 14c¯15 − 3c¯2 14pi2 − 28c¯19 − 7c¯22
c¯5
5c¯1
3
+ c¯2
2
− 2
pi2
44c¯1
27
+ 2c¯2
3
− 8
3pi2
5c¯1
3
+ 5c¯2
6
− 10
3pi2
26c¯1
15
+ c¯2 − 4pi2 49c¯127 + 7c¯26 − 143pi2
Table 5: Expressions for c¯4 and c¯5 in terms of the free coefficients c¯1 and c¯2 implied by the
shortness condition for (k, 1) fields, 3 ≤ k ≤ 7
D Conformal Collider Inequalities for (k, 1) Operators
As mentioned in the text, the conformal collider inequalities are too cumbersome to quote
in the text or analyze analytically, so we include them as Mathematica files. In this section,
we briefly describe how these files are presented and how to work with them.
The file E61 contains the full 14 by 14 array of E matrix elements in the case where h
transforms in the (6, 1) representation, and the file twopoint61 contains the corresponding
array of two-point functions
〈
hh†
〉
. The file E71 and twopoint71 contain the analogous 16
by 16 arrays in the case where h transforms in the (7, 1) representation.
As explained in Section 3, there is a basis of polarizations for h and h† where all of these
matrices are block diagonal. In the included files, the rows denote bra states created by h...
and the corresponding columns denote the conjugate ket states created by h†.... The state
with minimal SO(2) charge h−···− .− corresponds to a one-by-one block, as does the state
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with maximal SO(2) charge h†
+···+ .+. All other states live in two-by-two blocks. We write
the state with minimal SO(2) charge in the upper left and the state with maximal SO(2)
charge in the lower right, and the two-by-two blocks corresponding to states having charges
of intermediate values are in order, decreasing in units of two charge from upper left to
lower right. In each two-by-two block, we order the rows h−... .+, h+... .− so that the conjugate
states labeling the columns are h†−... .+, h
†
+...
.
+
. For example, the first three rows in the (6, 1)
case correspond, in order, to the states h−−−−−− .−, h−−−−−− .+, h−−−−−+ .− so that the first
three columns correspond to the conjugate states h†
+
.
+
.
+
.
+
.
+
.
+
.
+
, h†− .+ .+ .+ .+ .+ .+, h
†
+
.− .+ .+ .+ .+ .+.
The files themselves are Wolfram Language expressions that can be imported using the
Get function, e.g. mat = Get["E61"] loads the (6, 1) array of E matrix elements into the
variable mat, provided that the file E61 is located in the present working directory.
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